
LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE



LATITUDE and LONGITUDE are a series of 
imaginary lines that form a grid on earth’s surface.

Latitude and longitude were devised to pinpoint 
specific locations.  

Let’s begin with LATITUDE...

   



Latitude is a series of lines that run east to west

The Equator is the main line of latitude and is 
designated as 0 degrees

The Equator is halfway between the North and 
South Poles.  The North Pole is 90 deg. N lat and 
the South Pole is 90 deg. S lat   

The following map demonstrates lines of latitude 





LATITUDE FACTS
There are 90 lines of Latitude NORTH of the Equator 
and 90 lines SOUTH of the EQUATOR for a total of 
180 lines of Latitude

Since lines of Latitude are located N or S of the 
Equator, an N or an S MUST be included when 
identifying the latitude of any location  



                                  LATITUDE

Latitude lines go all the way around earth-they form huge 
circles 

Latitude lines are PARALLEL 

Latitude lines can be used to measure distance North to 
South because they are EQUIDISTANT

Lines of latitude are approximately 69 miles apart. 



           How far north of the Equator is Jackson?

Jackson’s Latitude:  36 degrees N lat

Equator is 0 degrees lat

36 x 69 = 2,484 miles

Therefore, Jackson is about 2,484 miles north of 
the Equator.



                               LONGITUDE

Lines of Longitude run NORTH and SOUTH
Longitude lines run from pole to pole
Longitude lines are NOT parallel or equidistant

The PRIME MERIDIAN, sometimes called the 
Meridian of Greenwich, is 0 degrees  



LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE



There are 180 Lines of Longitude located EAST of 
the Prime Meridian and 180 Lines of Longitude 
located WEST of the Prime Meridian

  Since Lines of Longitude are located east or west 
of the Prime Meridian, an E or W must be 
included when identifying the longitude of any 
location 



LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE

When latitude and longitude are combined, they form  
COORDINATES. 

Every place on earth has its own unique set of coordinates 

Jackson’s coordinates: 36 deg N lat, 89 deg W long

Knowing coordinates allows you to find any place on earth

The following diagrams demonstrates lat and lon 









                              YOUR TURN
Below are the coordinates for locations A and B on the preceding map.  

Coordinates for location A: 75 deg N Lat, 90 deg W Lon (islands n of N America)

Coordinates for location B: 60 deg N Lat, 120 deg W Lon (North America)

Now you provide the coordinates for the remaining locations C - J.

Also give the name of the ocean or continent for each of these locations.  



How do you know if the location of New Zealand on 
the following map is N or S Lat--E or W Lon?  








